Obviously mu h of our previous dis ussion of the symmetries arries over straightforwardly to the ase of the n-sphere. The ondition (6.102) is invariant under rotations de ned
by
X0

a

= Mab X b ;

(6.103)

where Mab is an O(n + 1) matrix satisfying
= Æb

Mab Ma

In nitesimally we an again write

Mab

=

Æab

(6.104)

:

+ Aab , where the in nitesimal matrix

Aab

is

antisymmetri . This matrix has 12 n(n + 1) independent omponents, so we on lude that
the dimension of the group O(n + 1) is
dim(O(n + 1)) = 12 n (n + 1) :

(6.105)

By the dimension of the group, we mean the number of ontinuous parameters needed to
spe ify a group element; we saw for O(3) that the answer was 3. As in the ase of O(3), the
group elements divide into those that have determinant +1, and those that have determinant
1. The former orrespond to pure rotations in IRn+1 , while the latter orrespond to

rotations together with a re e tion. Sin e the identity element obviously has determinant
+1 it follows that all the in nitesimal transformations must be ontained in SO(n + 1) too.
It would be quite ompli ated to generalise the spheri al polar oordinates that we used

on S 2 to the ase of

Sn,

Cartesian oordinates

but in fa t for many purposes we an perfe tly well just use the

Xa

on IRn+1 , together with the onstraint (6.102). For example, we

an write the in nitesimal

SO (n

ÆX a

+ 1) transformations as

Thus we are led to the Killing ve tors
Kab

Kab ,

=

a,

where

a

=

Aab X b .

de ned by

 X a X b

Xb



X a

;

(6.106)

where the ab indi es here are labels, indi ating whi h Killing ve tor we mean. By onstru -

tion we have 21 n(n + 1) Killing ve tors, sin e Kab = Kba . This is the orre t number for
the SO(n + 1) symmetry of the n-sphere. If we spe ialise to the 2-sphere, it is easy to verify

that the three Killing ve tors K12 , K13 and K23 de ned by (6.106) in this ase are just the
same, after the hange to spheri al polar oordinates, as the Killing ve tors (6.32) that we
derived previously.
Noti e that the Killing ve tors (6.106) are nothing but the angular momentum operators
in (n + 1)-dimensional Eu lidean spa e. In 3 dimensions we would more ommonly use the
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totally-antisymmetri epsilon tensor ab to re-express the angular momentum operators in
terms of a ve tor index:
La

=

1
2 ab Kb

= ab

X

b


X

(6.107)

:

Observe, though, that it is a very spe ial feature of 3 dimensions that one an repla e
an antisymmetri 2-index quantity like

by a ve tor. In higher dimensions, where the

Kab

orresponding totally-antisymmetri epsilon tensor has more indi es, one annot turn a 2index antisymmetri tensor into a tensor with fewer indi es. In fa t this serves to emphasise
that in a general dimension one should think of rotations as o urring in planes, rather than
about axes. It is a oin iden e of 3 dimensions that a rotation in the (x; y ) plane an also

be thought of as a rotation about the z axis.
6.5.2

Spheri al Harmoni s

When one rst meets the spheri al harmoni s on the 2-sphere, it is generally in the ontext of
performing a separation of variables in Lapla e's equation or the wave equation, when using
spheri al polar oordinates. In fa t we just re-derived the expression for this Lapla ian in
the previous se tion, in (6.101). After a standard separation of variables in whi h a fun tion
(r; ; ) is written as
(r; ; ) = R(r) Y (; ) ;

(6.108)

Lapla e's equation r2 = 0 be omes
1

d

R dr



r


2 dR
dr

+

1
Y

r2S2 Y

= 0;

(6.109)

where r2S 2 is the operator appearing in the large square bra kets in (6.101), namely

r2S2 = sin1  



sin 







+

1
sin2 

2
2

:

(6.110)

In fa t this operator is pre isely the Lapla ian for the unit 2-sphere, as may easily be he ked
by using our general formula (6.97), with the metri
separation onstant



ds2

= d2 + sin2  d2 . Introdu ing a

in the usual way, one is led from (6.109) to onsider the equation

r2S2 Y (; ) =  Y (; ) :
This is the equation that determines the spheri al harmoni s.

(6.111)

A standard way to solve for the spheri al harmoni s is to write out the S 2 Lapla ian r2S 2
expli itly using (6.110), and perform a further separation of variables by writing Y (; ) =
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P ( ) ().

equations

This introdu es another separation onstant m2 , an one is left to solve the




d
sin  dP
+ ( sin2  m2 ) P = 0 ;
sin  d
d
d2 
+ m2  = 0 :
d2

(6.112)

The latter has solutions of the form ei m  , and to get the proper periodi ity under omplete
rotations  !  + 2 on the sphere, we dedu e that m must be an integer. After letting
x = os  the rst equation be omes the generalised Legendre equation,
d 
(1
dx

x2 )

dP  
+ 
dx

m2 
1 x2 P

= 0:

(6.113)

After a onsiderable labour, involving, for example, a areful study of the solutions for this
equation obtained as a series expansion (dis ussed at length in Part I of the ourse), one
on ludes that for the fun tions P () to be regular at  = 0 and  (the north and south
poles of the sphere), the separation onstant  must be of the form  = ` (` + 1), where `
is an integer, and `  m  `. Thus after a rather involved hain of argument, one arrives
at the spheri al harmi s Y`m (; ) being the omplet set of regular eigenfun tions of the
Lapla ian r2S 2 on S 2 , with
r2S2 Y`m = ` (` + 1) Y`m :
(6.114)
Of ourse one has the feature that sin e m does not appear in the expression for the
eigenvalues, there is a (2` + 1)-fold degenera y for the spheri al harmoni s with a given
value of `, sin e m an take any of the integer values between ` and +`.
This traditional approa h to onstru ting the spheri al harmoni s is a rather al ulational one, whi h provides very little group-theoreti insight into what is going on. We are
in fa t now in a position to give a mu h simpler, and more elegant, onstru tion of the
spheri al harmoni s, whi h provides us with a rather lear pi ture of them as representations of the symmetry group SO(3) of the 2-sphere. In fa t it is just as easy to onstru t
the spheri al harmoni s on all the spheres S n , for arbitrary dimension n, so there is that
advantage too.
We have des ribed the unit n-sphere as the surfa e X a X a = 1 in IRn+1 . Let us write
the metri on the unit n-sphere as d 2 . It is evident that this is related to the Cartesian
metri ds2 on IRn+1 by
ds2 = dr 2 + r 2 d 2 ;
(6.115)
where X a X a = r2 . This is lear, if you think about how we would measure distan es in
IRn+1 if it were written in \hyperspheri al polar oordinates," r and y , where y represent
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the set of angular that one would use to parameterise points on the unit n-sphere. The
square of the distan e between two in nitesimally separated points in IRn+1 is therefore the
sum of the square of the radial- oordinate separation dr, and the square of the distan e in
the surfa e of the sphere that separates the two points. Sin e d 2 is the metri on the unit
sphere, the distan e on the sphere of radius r, where the two points are lo ated, will be
s aled by the fa tor r. It is easy to see that (6.115) redu es to familiar ases if we onsider
IR2 and IR3 , sin e the metri s on the unit 1-sphere and 2-sphere are just
1-sphere :
2-sphere :

d 2 = d2 ;

d 2 = d2 + sin2  d2 :

(6.116)

Lu kily we don't ever need to de ne the angular oordinates on S n expli itly, in order to
solve for the spheri al harmoni s. We an just let them be alled y , with 1   n, but we
don't need to de ne how they are related to the Cartesian oordinates X a in IRn+1 . (One
an usefully have in mind, though, the pi ture that they will be de ned very analogously
to the way spheri al polar oordinates are related to the (X; Y; Z ) oordinates on IR3 .) The
metri on the unit n-sphere an then be written as
d 2 = h dy dy :

(6.117)

The full set of (n + 1) hyperspheri al oordinates on IRn+1 will be (r; y ). Let us all these
hyperspheri al oordinates xi , with i running from 0 to n:
x0  r ;

x

y :

(6.118)

Now, using (6.117), the metri (6.115) on IRn+1 is
ds2 = dr2 + r2 h dy dy :

(6.119)

Clearly therefore the determinant g of this metri is given by
g = rn h ;

(6.120)

where h is the determinant of the metri h on the unit n-sphere. Plugging into our
general expression (6.97) for the Lapla ian, we therefore nd that in these hyperspheri al
polar oordinates, the Lapla ian on IRn+1 is given by


(6.121)
r2 = 1  rn  + 1 r2 n ;
Rn+1

where

rn r

r

r2

p
r2Sn  p1 y h h y
h
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S



(6.122)

is the Lapla ian on the unit n-sphere. (The spe ial ases for n = 1 and n = 2 appear in our
examples (6.98) and (6.101) that we looked at previously.)
Having obtained this relation between the Lapla ians on IRn+1 and S n, the problem
of onstru ting the spheri al harmoni s is almost solved. First, we introdu e the following
fun tions on IRn+1:
(6.123)
(X ) = Ta1 a2 a X a1 X a2    X a ;
where Ta1 a2 a is an `-index onstant tensor in IRn+1 whi h is ompletely arbitrary ex ept
for satisfying the following two onditions:




(1)

Ta1 a2 a`

`

`

`

is totally symmetri in all its indi es.

(2) The tensor T is totally tra eless, in the sense that the ontra tion of any pair of indi es
on Ta1 a2 a gives zero:
Æa1 a1 Ta1 a2 a = 0 ; et . :
(6.124)


`



`

Clearly ondition (1) is simply making sure that we eliminate all the \redundant baggage" in Ta1 a2 a . Sin e it appears in (6.123) ontra ted onto the totally symmetri al produ t X a1 X a2    X a , it is obvious that any part of Ta1 a2 a that was not totally symmetri al
in the indi es would give no ontribution anyway.
Condition (2) serves a di erent purpose. It implies that if we a t with the IRn+1 Laplaian r2R +1 on , we shall get zero:


`

`



`

n

r2R +1 = 0 :

(6.125)

n

This is be ause from the de nition of in (6.123), we shall learly have

Xa

=
=

Taa2 a` X a2
` Taa2 a`

   X a + Ta1 a
X a2    X a ;
`



a` X a1 X a3    X a` +    Ta1 a2 a` X a1 X a2    X a` 1


(6.126)

`

(all the ` terms are equal, be ause of the total symmetry). A ting with another derivative,
we therefore get
2
= ` (` 1) Taba3 a X a3    X a :
(6.127)
X a X b
(This time, we have immediately used the symmetry of T to olle t the (` 1) terms that
appear from the se ond di erentiation together. Now we see that the IRn+1 Lapla ian a ting
on gives zero:


2

r2R +1 = Xa X a = ` (` 1) Æab Taba3
n
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`

`

a` X a3    X a`



= 0;

(6.128)

by virtue of ondition (2) above.
Now, it only remains to make the following observation. Sin e the fun tion de ned
in (6.123) involes a produ t of ` Cartesian oordinates X a , it is evident that it must be
expressible as
(X ) = r` (y) ;
(6.129)
where y represents the angular oordinates y on the unit n-sphere, and (y) is independent
of r . Again, it is helpful to have in mind the IR3 example here, where we have
X

= r sin  os  ;

Y

= r sin  sin  ;

Z

= r os  :

(6.130)

Finally, sin e we have established that the IRn+1 Lapla ian annihilates we simply have
to substitute it into (6.121) to dedu e that
1 d rn dr`  + 1 r` r2 = 0 :
(6.131)
r n dr

r2

dr

Sn

Hen e we arrive at the on lusion that is an eigenfun tion of the Lapla ian on the unit
n-sphere, satisfying
(6.132)
r2S = ` (` + n 1) :
Noti e that is we take n = 2, orresponding to the 2-sphere, we reprodu e the familiar
eigenvalues ` (` + 1).
Two issues remain to be dis ussed here. The rst is that we have ertainly produ ed
some eigenfun tions on the n-sphere by this method, but have we obtained them all? The
answer is yes, and it an be seen as follows. Clearly, any regular fun tion on the unit
n-sphere an be smoothly extended out as a regular fun tion on IRn+1 . Conversely, if we
onsider the set of all regular fun tions on IRn+1, they will proje t down so as to provide
us with all possible regular fun tions on S n. Now, the regular fun tions f (X ) on IRn+1 an
ertainly be expanded in a Taylor series, whi h will give a sum of terms of the form (6.123),
summed over all `  0 (without yet imposing the tra elessness of ondition (2) above):
n

( )=

f X

where

1
X
`=0

( )

(6.133)

f` X ;

(6.134)
( )  Ta1 a2 a X a1 X a2    X a ;
But the imposition of tra elessness on Ta1 a2 a is just a matter of organising the terms in the
sum, sin e a pure tra e ontribution in the term f`(X ) would orrespond to r2 times a term
of the form f` 2(X ). By the time we restri ted to the unit n-sphere, by setting r = 1, this
f` X

`

`
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`

from f` term would therefore just be repeating what had already been onstru ted in f` 2 .
So from the viewpoint of onstru ting regular fun tions on the n-sphere, the imposition of
tra elessness on the tensors Ta1 a2 a` is just a matter of avoiding double- ounting. Thus we
an be sure that our onstru tion of s alar eigenfun tions of the Lapla ian on S n has given
all all the eigenfun tions. The fun tions

, de ned by (6.123) and (6.129), then, give the

omplete set of spheri al harmoni s on S n .
The se ond issue that we must still address on erns the degnera ies of the eigenvalues,
or, equivalently, the multipli ities of the eigenfun tions

for a given value of the integer `.

This is easily worked out, sin e it is just a matter of ounting how many independent omponents the onstant tensor Ta1 a2 a` has, bearing in mind the two onditions of symmetry
and tra elessness that we imposed. It is easy to see that a totally-symmetri tensor with `
indi es that ea h run over (n + 1) values has
(n + 1)(n + 2)    (n + `)
`!

(6.135)

independents omponents. When we impose the tra eless ondition on su h a tensor, we
therefore impose a number of onditions equal to the number of independent omponents in
a similar tensor that has only (` 2) indi es. Thus the number of independent omponents
in our tensor Ta1 a2 a` that is totally symmetri and tra eless is
(n + 1)(n + 2)    (n + `) (n + 1)(n + 2)    (n + ` 2)
;
`!
(` 2)!

(n + 1)(n + 2)    (n + ` 2) 
(n + ` 1)((n) + `) ` (` 1) ;
=
`!
n (n + 1)(n + 2)    (n + ` 2)(2` + n 1)
;
=
`!

d` =

(6.136)

whi h an be written as

(2` + n 1) (n + ` 2)!
:
`! (n 1)!
This gives us the multipli ity of the eigenfun tions with the spe i

d` =

` = ` (` + n

1)

(6.137)
eigenvalue
(6.138)

that we found above. Noti e that if we spe ialise to the ase of the 2-sphere, equation
(6.137) redu es to

d` = 2` + 1 ;

2-sphere:
as we know it should.
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(6.139)

6.5.3

Irredu ible Representations of

SO(N )

The onstru tion of the eigenfun tions that we have obtained here, and the results for the
multipli ities of the eigenvalues, have a deeper signi an e than might at rst be apparent.
What we have a tually been doing here is onstru ting irredu ible representations of the the
symmetry groups SO(n + 1) of the n-spheres. To be a bit more pre ise, the sets of tensors
Ta1 a2 a` that we have been using are themselves irredu ible representations of SO(n + 1).
More generally, one an onsider many di erent lasses of onstant tensor Ha1 a2 ap in IRn+1 ,
and asso iate them with irredu ible representations.
To make life a little simpler, let us talk about SO(N ) rather than SO(n + 1). If we
begin with the tensor Ha1 a2 ap in IRN , and make no symmetry or tra elessness requirement
at all on it, then the number of independent omponents for su h a tensor will simply be
N p , sin e ea h index an range over N values. This set of tensors with N p omponents
is a representation of SO(N ), but it is not irredu ible; we an divide it into smaller selfontained subsets of omponents. The rules for how su h subdivisions an be made are very
simple. We an do anything as long as it respe ts SO(N ) ovarian e. What this means is
that we have to treat the indi es in a totally \demo rati " way, and we annot single out






any one index value, or subset of index values, for spe ial treatment.
Let us take a on rete example. Suppose we take a 2-index tensor Hab in IRN , whi h
has N 2 independent omponents. Is this redu ible, or is it already as irredu ible as an
be? First, the sort of things we annot do is to pi k an index value, say a = 1, and treat
that as spe ial. We annot divide Hab into H , H1 , H 1 and H11 , where 2   N ,
and laim that we are de omposing Hab into representations of SO(N ); learly what we are
doing here is not ovariant from an SO(N ) point of view. What we an do, however, is to
write Hab as the sum of its symmetri and antisymmetri parts:

Hab = Sab + Aab ;
where

Aab  12 (Hab Hba ) :

Sab  12 (Hab + Hba ) ;

(6.140)

(6.141)

Now, we an ount the number of independent omponents in Sab , namely 21 N (N + 1), and
the number of independent omponents in Aab , namely 21 N (N 1). Of ourse the sum of
these two gives us ba k the original number of omponents for the unrestri ted tensor Hab :

1
1
2 (N (N + 1) + 2 N (N
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1) = N 2 :

(6.142)

Clearly the de omposition in (6.140) is ompletely ovariant with respe t to SO(N ), sin e
it is a tensorial equation, so it is a perfe tly allowable subdivision for us to make.
Have we nished? Not quite, be ause there is one more thing we an do that respe ts
the ovarian e, and that is to extra t the tra e from the symmetri tensor Sab . Thus we
an write
eab + 1 S Æab ;
(6.143)
Sab = S
N

where S is the tra e of Sab , namely
S

 Æab Sab : ;

(6.144)

and so by onstru tion Seab is tra eless,
eab
Æab S

= 0:

(6.145)

Clearly (6.143) and (6.144) are both perfe tly SO(N )- ovariant equations; they transform
ovariantly under SO(N ) rotations. (We are really ba k to \kindergarten" Cartesian tensors
here!)
With this extra tion of the tra e, we have rea hed the end of the road for the de omposition of the original 2-index tensor Hab . In other words, we have found that it splits into
three irredu ible representations of SO(N ), with dimensions
dim(Aab ) =

1
2 N (N

1) ;

dim(Seab ) = 21 (N

1)(N + 2) ;

dim(S ) = 1 ;

(6.146)

These are the dimensions of the 2-index antisymmetri representation, the 2-index symmetri tra eless representation, and the singlet of SO(N ) respe tively.
The original Hab representation is really to be thought of as the produ t of two 1index representations. The 1-index, or ve tor representation of SO(N ) orresponds, as its
name implies, to taking an arbitrary onstant ve tor Ha in IRn . It is lear that we annot
subdivide this representation any further by means of any allowable ovariant rules, and so
it is an N -dimensional irredu ible representation.
We have just met four di erent irredu ible representations of SO(N ), and we have seen
that the following multipli ation rule applies:
N

 N = 12 N (N

1) + 12 (N

1)(N + 2) + 1 :

(6.147)

What this is saying is that the produ t of the ve tor representation of SO(N ) with itself
gives the three irredu ible representations whose dimensions are listed on the right-hand
side. For example, in SO(3) we have
3  3 = 3 + 5 + 1:
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(6.148)

Note that we use the underlining notation to indi ate that we are talking about group
representation here.27
One an ontinue the pro ess of examining SO (N ) tensors with more and more indi es,
in ea h ase making a ovariant de omposition into the largest possible number of irredu ible
pie es, and thereby one builds up the omplete set of irredu ible representations of SO (N ).
It gets a little tri kier than the examples we have looked at so far, on e the tensor has
several indi es. For example, onsider a 3-index tensor Hab . This ertainly ontains a
totally-symmetri pie e, and a totally antisymmetri pie e, but it also has more. This
an easily be seen by noting that sum of the independent omponents 61 N (N + 1)(N + 2)

of a symmetri 3-index tensor and the independent omponents 61 N (N

1)(N

2) of an

antisymmetri 3-index tensor does not add up to the N 3 omponents of an arbitrary 3-index
tensor. There is nothing deep or mysterious about this, of ourse, and it is really just an
exer ise in symmetries and ombinatori s to work out what the \extra" pie es are. Of ourse
one also needs to extra t all tra e terms where appropriate, and ount those as separate
irredu ible pie es. A very hand diagrammati method, known as

Young Tableaux, has been

developed for doing all this. However, it takes us beyond the s ope of this introdu tory
dis ussion, so we shall leave it at that.
For our present purposes we don't need anything terribly exoti , be ause we saw that
in the ontru tion of the spheri al harmoni s it was the totally symmetri and tra eless

SO(n + 1) tensors Ta1 a2

a`

that were relevant. What we have now learned from the above

dis ussion is that these tensors are a tually giving us irredu ible representations of SO (n +
1), and we have already worked out their dimensions d` in (6.137). For the 2-sphere, this
be ame d` = 2` + 1, and so what we are seeing is that the spheri al harmoni s on S 2 o ur
in the following irredu ible representations of SO (3):

d ` = 2` + 1 = 1 ; 3 ; 5 ; 7 ; : : :

(6.149)

As the dimension d` = 2` + 1 of the representation gets bigger, so, orrespondingly, does
the eigenvalue ` = ` (` + 1).
For the higher-dimensional n-spheres the dimensions of the symmetri tra eless irredu ible SO (n + 1) representations be ome a bit more interesting. For example, from d`
given in (6.137) we have the following:

SO(4) :
27

d` = (` + 1)2 = 1 ; 4; ; 9 ; 16 ; : : :

It also serves to show that we are doing profound mathemati s here, and that we have not reverted to

the kindergarten arithmeti

lass!
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